Forté Tight Lever Arm Fix
In some early machines, below serial # xxx the tension of the grind setting arms may be too tight. In
order to reduce the tension, the Lever Knob Springs holding the metal detents require shortening.
Important: Make sure that you are working on a clean towel when laying the Forte on its side to
ensure that you do not scratch the case.
Required Tools:
Phillips screw driver (Long shaft magnetized recommended), Phillips jewelers screw driver, Baratza
adjustment tool (or 2mm Allen wrench), side cutter, file, candle (wax), caliper
Procedure:
-Remove Case1. Clear beans out of the hopper and run the unit briefly to clear any leftover beans from between
the burrs.
2. Unplug the grinder.
3. RAISE BOTH LEVER ARMS ALL THE WAY TO THE TOP
4. Remove the 2mm case screw on the top rear of the casing.
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5. Tilt the grinder forward onto its face. Using side cutters, remove the rear two feet (ONLY THE
REAR FEET)

6. Remove the Philips self-tapping screws from beneath the rear two feet.
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7. Place the grinder right side up and pull the case off from the rear.

-Remove Touch Screen 8. Turn the machine upside down and remove the silver Allen screw in the center. (#8275) At this
point, also remove the two brass, Phillips head screws (#8214) located on either side of the
Touch screen screw.

9.

10. Insert the calibration tool into the adjustment arm slot to help pry the faceplate away from the
grinder.
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11. Carefully unplug the two cables from the back of the circuit board. It may help to gently use side
cutters to remove these plugs. Set touch screen aside.

12. Remove the Phillips metal knob set screws (#1250) that hold the right and left knobs (#1049).
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-Remove the Front Casting(Important be careful when removing, not to lose the two steel detents (#1096) or the lever springs
(#1297).
13. Place the machine face down and remove the two Phillips screws (#8029), and washers, that
hold in the front casting. These are located inside the casing and are tricky to get to.

14. With the caliper, measure the spring length. With no compression it will be approximately 13mm.
We want to reduce the length to approximately 11.5mm by cutting off a small portion of the
spring.
15. Metal detents should be filed smooth on all four sides. (Notice the raised surface in the picture
above which should be removed.)
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LEFT- SMOOTH & SANDED

RIGHT- NOT SANDED, ROUGH RIDGE
Note: blue arrow points to the ridge
16. Candle wax should be applied to the front casting where the detents ride, by rubbing candle wax
in the grooves.

17. Reinstall the springs and detents

-Reinstall Front Casting-
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18. To reinstall, it is best to have the machine right side up to start.
19. Slide Front Casting on and while holding in place, turn machine upside down and reinstall the two
brass Phillps head screws.
20. At this point it is a good idea to test the tension on the arms to see if you have removed enough
of the spring. If not you can easily trim more off the spring (s).
21. Carefully place machine on face and reinstall the two Phillips screws inside the case holding the
top of the front casting in place. (A long shaft magnetized Phillips screw driver works best for this,
be careful not to lose the washer inside the grinder when reinstalling. Slide the metal adjustment
knobs onto the adjustment arms, and reinstall the set screws.
-Reinstall Touch Screen22. Plug the two cables into the circuit board, making sure that they are in the correct connector.
(cable with the green cable attaches to the connector nearest the bottom of the circuit board)
23. Reinsert the top portion of the face first, then press in the bottom.
24. Reinstall the silver Phillips screw holding the touch screen in place.
25. Reinstall the case.

If you have any questions or concerns, please email support@baratza.com or call at 425-641-1245
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